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Activities « A la Carte » in Mississippi
Options in Natchez :
Private Natchez Historical Walking Tour :
Take a stroll to the past in a city that was once the city with more millionaires in the
USA than any other city prior to the Civil War. Your entertaining and informative guide
will explain why this city on the banks of the Mississippi River became such an
important and wealthy city in the heart of the South. On your walking tour, your guide
will point out historically significant buildings and mansions, giving you a sense of the
history and culture that formed this beautiful city.

Longwood Mansion Tour :
Listed on the U.S. National Register of Historic Places, Longwood construction began in
1859, shortly before the Civil War, on this octagonal (8 sided) mansion. Of the 32
rooms originally planned for cotton planter Haller Nutt, only 9 rooms were finished, thus
giving this mansion the nickname “Nutt’s Folly” by locals. A visit to this historic mansion
is quite different and interesting than other mansion tours you will take.

Stanton Hall Historic Home Tour :
Visiting this Antebellum Greek Revival Mansion is sure to transport you back in time
with original furnishings, exquisite millwork, and original items from the Stanton family.
On your 30-minute tour of this palatial mansion, you will learn of life prior and after the
Civil War in this well-preserved mansion.

Biscuits & Blues Restaurant

:
One of the oldest established restaurants in the heart of the historic district and a local
favorite, our carefully selected lunch and dinner items allows you to enjoy local dishes
in a nice ambiance. Lunch includes the special of the day of either meat or chicken
with a side item and a non-alcoholic drink. Dinner includes slow-smoked ribs or chicken
with two side dishes, a non-alcoholic drink and homemade dessert that won’t
disappoint!

Restaurant 1818 Dinner :
A truly unique dining experience: enjoy a carefully selected three course meal of soup
or salad, a choice of either duck, prime ribeye or lamb and dessert while dining inside
this elegant mansion.
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Activities « A la Carte » in Mississippi (cont. & end)
Important Notes: Reservations are strongly suggested a minimum of 30 days prior to guarantee availability!
Transportation is not included to any activity (tour, restaurant, etc.) unless otherwise noted. All tours and/or restaurants will
operate rain or shine and are based on availability and must be made directly with Rey Royal ®.
Times can be modified, and unforeseen cancellations may occur that are unfortunately beyond the control of Rey Royal ®!
The client must arrive 10-15 minutes in advance. All tours begin on-time and the guide will NOT wait after start times indicated.
Reservation at restaurants will be cancelled WITHOUT refund if the client arrives after their scheduled reservation. There are NO
refunds for any activity, regardless of reason, where the clients do not show up or where they arrive late!
Reproduction of this document, partially or in total, is strictly forbidden without the permission of Rey Royal ®
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Reservations : #1-504-269-1818
Tel. (24 Hours) : #1-504-329-9397
Fax. : 1-504-269-1997
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E-mail : info@reyroyal.com

